COVID-19 Video Conference Chat Details:
Sl. No.

From

Questions

1.

Nagaraj Rao-President,
Bangalore Apartment
Federation

Can the Pulse Oximeter indicator of low
Oxygen
level
(much
before
the
temperature indicator) be an indicator for
getting tested?

42be4f42

1. How accurate is the Rapid Test and
which are all the approved or
authorized agencies to conduct this
Rapid test?
2. Where are all these agencies ward wise
list available?
3. Sanitization surrounding area should
be known to all to monitor.
4. More canteen facility to improve
immunity should be opened with public
private partnership all over the City.

Ashok Sarath

1. Why does the Government keep
changing its testing and containment
criteria repeatedly?
2. Neither police nor BBMP are helping in
enforcing mask wearing or social
distancing. We can neither fine nor
punish.

Sreenivas Rao

1. There are complaints that Rapid
Antigen test is being carried out
without going through proper sequence
- thermal scan.
2. BL CARES has to strictly follow a
proper sequence of testing and
circulate different tests carried out on
different categories of people as
explained just now by you.
3. What is the mechanism in place to take
feed back from those individuals,
groups, RWAs where testing is carried
out?
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4. Please make the contents of this
presentation
with
various
slides
available
to
public
in
Namma
Bengaluru web site.
5. If this video presentation is also made
available in public domain, it can be
shared
6. Many
private
TV
channels
are
streaming disturbing video about
Covid-19 which is very scary. Why
Government not preventing this?
7. Your presentation was very effective,
impressive,
dispelling
all
misunderstanding about the status of
Covid testing in Bengaluru.
8. Please unmute all to take the oath.
9. Please stream this presentation by
Dr.Shalini on Door Darshan channel
also for wider publicity amongst very
common public of Bengaluru &
Karnataka.
10.
Door Darshan channel also for
wider publicity amongst very common
public of Bengaluru & Karnataka.
11.
Particularly all ward Councilors
should be made to watch this video
presentation.
12.
Government can think of drone
survey in authorised entries at state' s
borders to prevent import of Corona
infection.
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Sujatha

Preventive measure is always better. But
though we have some measures to avoid
or control the pandemic, we do not know
whom to approach.
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Meenakshi Karanth,
Committee Member,
Nanjundeshwara layout

1. Iga chaturthi ge best plan yenu Ma'am?
2. Even 150 asks everyone to do it
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Ramakrishnan KC

There are newspaper reports indicating
manipulation of test results, this is
creating doubts in people’s minds and
many remain silent about their contact
details. were these complaints verified and
if yes what is the counter from GOK?
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Vivek Chand

So much fear about the BBMP giving false
positives with a vested interest.
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Kuldeep Kumar

We
make
prescription

Narayan Hegde

People paying money to avoid getting
sticker put to their houses, where people
are Covid positive :-(

Ramakrishnan KC

Very good and much needed presentation.
To give a tv interview or organize a TV
debate to educate the public. That will be
very helpful and timely effort.
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NRDMS

1. We have to give mental support to
COVID-19 Persons
2. Please send youtube uploaded like
Priya madam of this video.
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Narayan Hegde

Madam, thanks for the PPT, lecture and
the oath.

Priyadarshini S K

Some of my friends who are counsellors
are interested to join your team. Who
should we approach?

Pragyaprasun

1. Regarding oxygen cylinders availability.
How can we be updated? Also what
priority is given to seniors and
children?
2. Cover quarantine centers
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Gauri

In the past a majority of people defying
the rules are those who come from outside
our neighborhood.
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Narayan Hegde

1. Please accept compliments on very
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test

available

without

good ppt.
2. Why not try Ayurvedic medicines?
3. Newpaper should also be given
guidelines what to and what not to say.
4. Spread news that Vaccine is on the way
and till then please co-operate
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HBR RWA

Mam if you allow us an access to text you
on twitter through private message it will
help us share some ground level data and
what needs to be done by the team as we
feel there has been a lack in the way they
work. 9590692593

Galaxy A50

Thank you, Madam for a wonderful
meticulous presentation on steps to be
taken in the matter Covid virus.

